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Problem with Tag Meta
Inviato da zigi11 - 02/09/2010 22:03
_____________________________________

I installed the component & plug-in and followed the instructions, all went smooth but I can't see the
results. everything worked like a charm on my VM machine but on my live site it doesn't. 

I'll give you an example of what i discovered while digging, maybe you have a clue for resolving it.

when creating the URI '/arts' for the URL - ' vodcastdirectory.com/arts ' and then looking at the source i
see no change, but when navigating to '
vodcastdirectory.com/index.php/arts
' and checking the source i see the Tag Meta information. but the url with the 'index.php' is wrong and
leads to a wrong template.

Do you have an idea for resolving it. I love this component and i will love to use it.

TNX

============================================================================

Re: Problem with Tag Meta
Inviato da admin - 06/09/2010 11:03
_____________________________________

Hi,

ther's nothing strange in .htaccess file.

On my local system REDIRECT_URL works fine even with SOBI2. I don't know why this not happens on
your live site. Should be veirified that $_SERVER['REDIRECT_URL'] is not empty, but I can't do it for
you on a production site.

Last thing, I really don't like the way SOBI2 works. It alters server variables as it needs, ancd this can
cause many problems with other components (as in our case). To work with Tag Meta, as example, if
you are not able to understand why REDIRECT_URL is not set, you should understand how SOBI2
changes the REQUEST_URI (or uninstall Tag Meta) and use these, but I think this is crazy.

If you still need help let me know (be advised we should work on production site).

Regards,

Luigi

============================================================================
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Re: Problem with Tag Meta
Inviato da zigi11 - 07/09/2010 18:01
_____________________________________

Hi Luigi,

Sorry for disappearing.

So what you are saying is that I can't use Meta Tag ?

I'm not really into coding so I don't think I can alter something by myself.

Do you have any other idea ?

TNX,

gur

============================================================================

Re: Problem with Tag Meta
Inviato da admin - 08/09/2010 08:32
_____________________________________

The clean way is to understand why &quot;REDIRECT_URL&quot; is not set on your system. If you are
using the .htaccess file it should.

Another way is to create Tag Meta item using &quot;internal&quot; SOBI2 URL, but I think this is crazy.

At this time I haven't more ideas. I would help you but should be better to have a test site.

Luigi
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